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Greater Ashford Borough – Environment & Land Mapping Commission 

 

NOTES of the meeting held on Tuesday 14 June 2022 
at the Civic Centre, Ashford, Kent TN23 1PL 

 

Present 

Commission Members 

Neil Bell   Chair of Commission  
     & ABC Portfolio Holder Planning & Development 
Peter Dowling  River Stour Internal Drainage Board 
Christine Drury  Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (CPRE)  
Nick Fenton   Kent Housing & Development Group  
Sandra Norval   Southern Water 
Chris Reynolds  Kent Downs AONB 
David Robey   KCC Elected Member & Deputy Portfolio Holder 
     for Economic Development 
Jeremy Smith  Kent Association of Local Councils (KALC) 

 

Professional Advisers 

Jeremy Baker  ABC Principal Solicitor & Deputy Monitoring Officer  
Tracey Butler   ABC Director of Place, Space & Leisure    
Daniel Carter   ABC Spatial Planning Manager  
Simon Cole   ABC Head of Planning & Development 
Tom Marchant  KCC Head of Strategic Planning & Policy 
Andrew Osborne  ABC Economic Development Manager 
 

Apologies 

Noel Ovenden  Vice Chair of Commission & Leader of Ashford  
     Independent Party & ABC Chair of Overview & Scrutiny 
Michael Bax   Weald of Kent Protection Society (WKPS) 
Jo James   Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce (KICC) 
Shona Johnstone  Homes England   
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Notes of the Previous Meeting 

The Notes of 10 May were agreed as a true record. 
 

Chairman’s Brief Update 

The Chairman highlighted the change of agenda for the Commission’s meeting, with 
TMA not attending, as had been originally proposed, and a new paper on the 
Levelling Up & Regeneration Bill being attached for discussion.  

Discussions had been held with TMA, but a combination of factors had resulted in 
their attendance being postponed for a future time.  These were:  

• the need to agree the justification/purpose for various mapping layers; 
• the requirement to identify data sources;  
• the possibility that some of the data mapping could be done in-house; 
• the recognition that the mapping requirements might be changed with the new 

information available from the Government on planning.  

Report on Consultation from Working Group 1 

Working Group 1 had produced a comprehensive report as a result of the 
consultation exercises with Parish Councils and local community groups, developers, 
businesses and students and staff from Ashford College.  

There had been a good response rate to the questionnaires and to the facilitated 
workshop sessions, and the group felt that the exercise had produced some positive 
engagement across various sectors within the borough.  

Several ‘strands’ of thought/enquiry had come through, which included:  

• ‘planning’ is something that is done to people (not a participative process);  
• a new approach to affordable housing is needed;  
• the quality of development(s) is often a barrier to people’s acceptance of 

housing in their area; 
• what are the effects of substantial development adjoining the borough (e.g. 

Otterpool and Lenham Heath) and how does Ashford sit in relation to its 
neighbours?  

• is it time for Ashford to have a green belt?  

A point was raised about new wetlands and whether they would be for establishing 
new habitats and mitigating nitrate/phosphate damage, or whether they would be for 
encouraging nature visits, but it was clarified that these were not mutually exclusive 
aims and that both could be achieved in the same wetland.  

Some discussion resulted in the Commissioners agreeing that determining the 
characteristics of the borough is an important factor, so that an answer can be 
provided to the question of:  
What makes Ashford borough a good place to live?  
This then leads on to the key question of: 
What can the Commission do to make a difference?  
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Updates/responses from Working Group 2 

No updates from WG2 at this point as their workstream outcomes had been taken on 
board by WG1 – particularly in terms of the matrix and the ‘desirable/easy to obtain’ 
information to be developed into mapping layers.  
 

Briefing Note on the Levelling Up & Regeneration Bill: for discussion 

The Levelling Up & Regeneration Bill (the note on which had been produced by Dan 
Carter and Simon Cole) was used to confirm that zoning, which had been in the 
original Government White Paper but without any clarity on detail, did not mention 
anything about areas for growth, renewal or protection, so it looks as if determining 
zones is no longer a requirement. It was, therefore, necessary for the Commission to 
discuss, and eventually agree, some new ‘goal posts’ and the context for moving 
forward.  

The new planning requirements within the Bill will expand PD (permitted 
development) rights and will make it easier to plan for various aspects – for example 
horticulture and agriculture. Local Plans will achieve greater importance; Planning 
Inspectors will be briefed to pay more attention to Local Plans. National constraints 
will still be in place, but likely to have less emphasis on housing and to balance with 
a requirement for environmental targets. The Commission may well want to 
determine the main challenges with this newly-focussed agenda; will that mean 
identification of land for different purposes?  (Example of multifunctional use of land 
– particularly in urban spaces).  

In terms of ‘mapping’ and the digital agenda, it is likely that new mapping 
requirements will mean that everything relevant in an area will need identifying and 
mapping, but this will all be done digitally in the future.  

There was some agreement that, taking into account large developments such as 
Otterpool and Lenham Heath, an overarching regional plan for Kent needs to be 
developed. The Strategic Housing Market Assessment gives numbers, but is this the 
right model? If there is to be a balance between what should be allowed, in 
development terms, and local discretion, does this mean that areas for growth, 
environmental purposes, and protection should also be identified?  In terms of these 
particular developments, they will also have an impact on green space within 
Ashford borough: this needs to be borne in mind for mapping.   

The question was raised as to what planning authorities will have control over, and 
the need to take into account both local character of an area, and local 
attributes/opportunities for different types of developed, were raised as being 
paramount. How should this knowledge be used (a) locally? And (b) in map-based 
approaches? The Commission felt it important that this should not be simply an 
‘academic exercise’, but something that could be utilised in a very practical way. [An 
example was quoted in another county, where a waste company applied to be a 
hydrogen producer; this was rejected because of the effect on potable water … but it 
demonstrates that spaces can be multi-functional and such opportunities need to be 
identified].  
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Direction of Travel  

 

With all the issues being raised, it was suggested that the Commission needs to 
review its direction of travel in the light of the Levelling Up & Regeneration Bill.   The 
following was proposed: 

• The Commission needs to consider ‘stage two’ of its work, using work to date 
(and particularly WG1’s report) as an evidence base for its direction of travel, 
to utilise mapping techniques, but not zoning as originally proposed.  
 

• The Commission’s work to date needs to be reviewed between now and the 
next Commission meeting*. This will demonstrate progress against the Terms 
of Reference and highlight some of the work still to be undertaken.   It was 
agreed that WG1 plus at least one person from WG2 should undertake this 
work – but all Commissioners are invited to attend.  
 

• Other factors could be a part of the ‘new agenda’ – e.g. climate change, green 
issues, biodiversity and power generation opportunities, etc. 
 

• The outreach achieved to date (with parish councils and other community 
groups, businesses, developers and students) needs to be recognised as a 
positive way of listening and to give a voice to the people of the borough, 
which should be used in a concrete way to feed into the Local Plan.  
 

Next Steps 

From the above, it was agreed that some of the following questions should inform 
the next steps, and it was proposed that the answers to these should be determined 
as soon as possible so that the next meeting can be used to sign off the deliverable 
elements of the Commission’s work.  The questions are: 

1. A) What would be useful to inform/influence the Local Plan in terms of outputs 
from the Commission’s work?  
B) How will that work be translated into Planning Policy? 
C) Who determines priority issues for decision making in the Local Plan and 
what is the process/timing by which that happens? 
D) What environmental issues should be considered and related targets set? 
 

2. What are the most important considerations to stakeholders? And should this 
include ‘characterisation’ of the borough? 
 

3. A) In mapping terms, what is missing from the build-up of layers, and how do 
we map some of the more subjective issues? (This is in addition to the 
categories on the right-hand (easy to obtain/essential) side of the data 
prioritisation matrix. 
B) How can we link into other sources of data – i.e. from other organisations 
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within or outwith the borough? 
C) Can we map ‘co-operation’ with other boroughs for an element of joint 
Local Plans – particularly where boundaries are adjacent and development is 
planned? 
 

4. How does the Commission (or ABC) present back to government what is 
important is planning policy terms? 

 

*Please note: subsequent to the meeting finishing, it was established that, with the 
slight change of emphasis of the Commission, and with holiday absences and 
required preparation time, the July and August meeting dates would be better moved 
to one meeting towards the end of August.  The next Commission meeting will, 
therefore, be held on Tuesday 23 August at 10.30 a.m. in the Civic Centre. In the 
meantime, Commission members will be notified of, and invited to, any proposed 
Working Group meetings, as soon as suitable dates have been identified.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circulation: 20.7.22 

All Commission Members + Executive Leader of the Council 
All Professional Advisors + Chief Executive 
Secretariat:  Linda Stringer   ABC Senior Executive Assistant 
   Jeff Simms   ABC Senior Communications Officer 
   Danny Sheppard  ABC Member Services Manager* 
  Kirsty Hogarth   ABC Head of Secretariat 
 (* denotes not in attendance for meeting) 


